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Pharmacogenetic vs. Clinical Algorithms for
Warfarin Dosing
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Kimmel et al. & Pirmohamed et al. NEJM. 369:2283 & 2294 (2013)

Bayesian Dose-Individualization

Wright and Duffull. Clin Pharmacokinet. 52:59 (2013)
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Improvement in Achieving Therapeutic Range

Wright and Duffull. Clin Pharmacokinet. 52:59 (2013)

“…we show that use of deliberate
practice teaching strategies can
improve
both
learning
and
engagement in a large introductory
physics course as compared with
what was obtained with the lecture
method.”
Science. 332:862 (2011)
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Improved Performance on First PK/PD Exam

MS: Pharmacometrics and Precision Medicine
Opportunities:
• Advanced Clinical Practice
• Regulatory Agencies
• Academia
• Pharmaceutical Industry
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Moving Back Toward Systems Science

Teorell. J Gen Physiol. 21:107 (1937)

“Being able to predict things or to describe them,
“There's
sense in being
when
you
don't
however no
accurately,
is not precise
at all the
same
thing
as
even
know
what
you're
talking
about.”
understanding them.”
John
Neumann
Davidvon
Deutsch
Adapted from Bies et al. Clin Pharmacol Ther. 83:904 (2008)

Quantitative Systems Pharmacology
QSP: “…an approach to
translational medicine that
combines computational and
experimental methods to
elucidate, validate, and apply
new pharmacological concepts
to the development and use of
small molecule and biologic
drugs.”
http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Training/Documents/SystemsPharmaWPSorger2011.pdf
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Enhanced Pharmacodynamic Modelling
Iyengar et al. Sci Trans Med 4:126ps7 (2012)

QSP in Drug Discovery and Development
Systems model was used to
support dose selection for PII, link
UGE to HbA1c and body weight,
and
predicting
changes
in
circulating hormones, providing
grounds for simulating regimens
and combination therapies
Milligan et al. Clin Pharmacol Ther. 93:502 (2013)
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QSP in Regulatory Science
CPT: Pharmacometrics Syst Pharmacol. 4:189 (2015)

http://www.fda.gov/AdvisoryCommittees/CommitteesMeetingMaterials/Drugs/
EndocrinologicandMetabolicDrugsAdvisoryCommittee/ucm386727.htm

• rhPTH reviewed by FDA Endocrine and Metabolic Drugs Advisory
Committee (9/12/14)
• FDA reviewers recommended that “the dose regimen should be further
optimized to address the safety concerns for hypercalciuria”

BCL2 Systems Model to Predict Individual Chemotherapy
Lindner et al. Cancer Res. 73:519-28 (2013)
Responses in CRC
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6th FIP Pharmaceutical
Sciences World
Congress (PSWC)

Future Medicines For One World

Stockholm, Sweden
21-24 May 2017

Systems approaches to drug discovery,
development and clinical usage

Changing Today and Tomorrow’s Workforce
 Deliberate practice teaching strategies, such as course flipping, have been shown to
enhance student learning and engagement
 Course flipping and interactive class sessions can be fully implemented in large
undergraduate and professional introductory scientific courses (online)
 There is little consistency among academic programs (esp. Pharm Sci) – often reflecting
strengths of specific faculty rather than addressing core disciplines; thus, collaborative,
efficient, and novel strategies are needed to deliver new meaningful content
 Joint degrees and post-doctoral positions may provide the best platforms for testing and
implementing innovations into practice
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